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ABSTRACT
In this study, we compared the motion accuracy of six degrees of freedom (6D) couch for precision radiotherapy with or
without weights attached to the couch. Two digital cameras were focused on the iso-center of a linear accelerator. Images of a needle which had been fixed to the 6D couch were obtained using the cameras when the couch moved in
translation and rotation around each axis. The three-dimensional (3D) coordinates of the needle were calculated from
coordinate values in the images. A coordinate error of the needle position relative to the theoretical position was calculated. The errors were obtained with or without a 60 kg weight attached to the 6D couch, and these errors were compared with each other. The mean distance of the 3D error vectors for the weighted test was 0.21 ± 0.11 mm, and ˃0.16 ±
0.09 mm for the non-weighted test (p < 0.05). However, the difference of two values was 0.06 mm which is smaller
than the minimum distance the 6D couch system can move correctly. The variance of 0.16 mm for the Y coordinate
errors for the weighted test only was larger than that for the non-weighted test, which was 0.06 mm (p < 0.05). We
found that a total weight of 60 kg did not affect the accuracy of the 6D couch clinically. However, the variance of the Y
coordinate errors was increased. This might suggest that the addition of this weight increase the uncertainty of the motion of the 6D couch.
Keywords: 6D Couch; IGRT; Accuracy Assessment

1. Introduction
A six degrees of freedom (6D) couch with an infrared
system is an effective system for the precise correction of
patient setup errors in image guided radiation therapy
(IGRT). To use a 6D couch for precision IGRT, accurate
evaluation of the 6D couch should be performed. The
accuracy and uncertainty involved in the use of a 6D
couch with an infrared system were usually evaluated using a linear accelerator (LINAC) integrated imaging system, such as an X-ray radiography system or cone-beam
computed tomography (CBCT) system. A 6D couch
combined with an ExacTrac system (BrainLAB AG,
Feldkirchen, Germany) has been evaluated with regard to
uncertainty in its precision in several studies [1-4]. These
evaluations were undertaken using the Wiston-Lutz test
or by means of image registration software for ExacTrac
X-ray images and for CBCT images. However, the Wiston-Lutz test only evaluates the origin of the 6D couch
motion.
Another 6D couch, HexaPOD evo (Elekta AB, StockCopyright © 2013 SciRes.

holm, Sweden) was also evaluated regarding its accuracy
using its image registration software with CBCT images
[5]. The degree of accuracy depended on the resolution,
especially in relation to CBCT, which has a voxel size of
1 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm. However, in general the 6D
couch can move or recognize a distance of 0.1 mm at
minimum. Hayashi et al. reported uncertainty regarding a
6D couch system on iso-centric rotation with a section
sheet and a high-resolution digital camera [6]. Additionally, the accuracy and uncertainty of 6D couch systems
reported in previous papers were evaluated without the
use of an attached weight. A 6D couch with a patient on
it should move accurately; consequently the accuracy of
a 6D couch with attached weights should be evaluated.
In the present study, we have compared the accuracy
of 6D couch motion with or without the use of an attached weight.

2. Materials and Methods
A HexaPOD evo as a 6D couch system was evaluated for
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accuracy of motion regarding translation and rotation.
The 6D couch is an add-on to the base couch system. The
add-on 6D and the base couch systems can independently
move in relation to each other. In the current study we
have only evaluated the accuracy of the add-on 6D
couch.
The motion of the 6D couch with regard to translation
and rotation were evaluated in each axis of the coordinate
system, namely translation along the X, Y and Z axis
(TX, TY and TZ, respectively) and rotation around the X,
Y and Z axis (RX, RY and RZ, respectively). In addition,
evaluation of the accuracy of translation and rotation was
carried out under non-weighted and weighted conditions.
In the weighted evaluation, six metal blocks each weighing 10 kg (total 60 kg) were laid on the top of the 6D
couch at constant distance of 30 cm from the gantry-side
(Figure 1).
The HexaPOD evo has an official limitation regarding
its translation range and rotation angle, which is ±30 mm
for the X and Y translation, ±40 mm for the Z translation
and ±3.0 degrees of rotation around each axis. This motion limitation is based on the center of motion of the 6D
couch system; this is not the iso-center and is located at
about 1 m from the gantry end of the couch. Thus, the
actual limitations based on the iso-center as being the
origin are different from the official limitations. In the
current evaluation, the actual limitations were −20 mm to
+29 mm for the TX, −18 mm to +30 mm for the TY, −30
mm to 24 mm for the TZ, −1.1 degrees to 1.5 degrees for
the RX, −2.9 degrees to +29 degrees for the RY and −1.3
degrees to +1.3 degrees for the RZ. The 6D couch system
can detect a minimum positional difference of 0.1 mm on
each axis and a minimum angle difference of 0.1 degree
around each axis.
IGRT systems have several coordinate systems, for
example a LINAC coordinate system, a CBCT coordinate system and so on. All coordinate systems usually
have the same origin (iso-center), but some directions of
the axis or angle differ from each other coordinate system; thus, in the present study all three-dimensional (3D)
positions and angles were described in terms of the left
hand coordinate system (Figure 1(a)).
Two Nikon D5000 (Nikon Corporation, Tokyo) digital
cameras with an AF-S Micro NIKKOR 60 mm f/2.8G
ED lens (Nikon Corporation, Tokyo) were used to measure the positional errors of the 6D couch. This camera
has a 23.6 × 15.8 mm complementary metal oxide semiconductor image sensor and can take a 4288 × 2848 matrix image (i.e. the minimum pixel size was about 0.0055
mm). 3D coordinates for the needle tip were obtained
from the two images obtained from the two cameras
along two orthogonal axes in the 6D couch coordinate
system. The needle was secured to the 6D couch. Images
of the needle were obtained before and after each couch
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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motion, and the relative 3D position from the position
before motion was calculated using these two images.
The needle was attached to the end of a metal rod and the
other end of the rod was attached to the end of the couch.
The rod was positioned so that it had approximately a 45˚
angle relative to each axis in the coordinate system. This
approach enabled the needle tip to be easily recognized
in the images. A description of the evaluation of the
translation and rotation of the 6D couch is detailed below.

2.1. Evaluation for Translation
The needle tip pointing at the iso-center was located using the laser localizer in the LINAC room. This needle
tip position (couch position) was the initial position used
in the evaluation of translation. Here, our assumption
was that the origin of the 6D couch motion can be indicated by the laser localizer. Camera positions for each
translational motion are shown in Figure 2(a). For TX,
in which the needle is moved along the X axis, the cameras were positioned on the Y and Z axes; for TY they
were positioned on the X and Z axes. For TZ, the cameras were oriented to portrait and were positioned on the
X and Y axes. Relative 3D coordinates were obtained
from a pair of images with an orthogonal view angle.
To ensure its location on the X or Y axis, the camera
was attached to a tripod and made level with the level of
the camera platform; it was directed to the iso-center,
which was indicated by the tip of the needle. The distance from the iso-center to the sensor plane of the digital
camera was about 280 mm. This distance made the aperture size at the iso-center ˃ 60 mm, which covered the
translational motion range of the 6D couch; the spatial
resolution at the iso-center in the images was approximately 0.015 mm/pixel. This resolution was sufficient
because the 6D couch’s infrared system can recognize a
minimum distance of 0.1 mm.
After the camera had been correctly located, a fishing
line (diameter, 0.074 mm) with a weight was suspended
from the LINAC gantry at the iso-center and an image of
the line was obtained from each camera to measure rolling angle  roll of an image. The angle  roll of the line
from the vertical axis of the image was measured to correct for rolling of the camera position. Coordinates in the
image affected by camera rolling can be corrected using
the affine transformation as follows:
 i   cos  roll
  
q  j    sin  roll
1  0
  

 sin  roll
cos  roll
0

0
 iraw 



0   qraw  jraw 
 1 
1 



(1)

where, qraw(iraw, jraw, 1) is a measured position in an image, i and j were lateral coordinate and vertical coordinate, respectively (Figure 1(b)), and q(i, j, 1) is a
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Figure 1. Diagrammatic representation of the weights and
the coordinate system used for the 6D couch. The arrow in
image (a) represents the needle which was used to measure
table position. Image (b) shows an image taken by the digital camera and its coordinates system.

corrected position which is rotated by  roll .
A card type micrometer (TYK-15, EIGER TOOL, Japan) was placed at the iso-center and a image of the micrometer was taken by each camera to calculate the spatial resolution (mm/pixel) at the iso-center. When the
camera position was changed, both the rolling angle and
the spatial resolution were obtained again.
When a camera was located on the Z axis, the sensor
plane of the camera should be made level. We placed the
camera below the iso-center, directed it to the iso-center,
and then checked the level at the front of the lens using a
level tool. And to realize the rolling angle of camera, a
board was placed in the aperture of the camera on the Z
axis instead of fishing line. The laser line along the Y
axis was reflected on it; then an image of the board reflecting the laser localizer was obtained to measure rolling angle,  roll of images. The angle  roll was used to
correct the rolling with the Equation (1) as well.
The 6D couch and the needle were moved every 10
mm from 0 mm (the iso-center) along each axis. When
the next moving distance overran the limitation of the
translational motion of the 6D couch, the limitation value
was evaluated as the moving distance; −20 mm to 29 mm
for the TX, −18 mm to +30 mm for the TY and −30 mm
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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to +24 mm for the TZ. An image of the needle at the initial position was obtained, the couch with the needle was
moved along only one of the axes from the initial position by entering a moving distance value into the 6D
couch system and then another image of the needle was
obtained. After this procedure had been completed the
couch was returned to its initial position and an image of
the needle was obtained for the next motion. This process
was repeated for both the positive and negative directions
of the couch motion and each movement was performed
at a time once.
To obtain qraw, which was the coordinates of a needle
tip in an image, the manual measurement was performed
three times and the mean of the three measured coordinates was used as the coordinate. The measurements
were carefully performed by sufficiently magnifying the
image. The coordinate values obtained in pixels were
transformed to coordinate values expressed in mm by
multiplying the spatial resolution at the iso-center obtained from an image of the micrometer. After this, a
correction for camera rolling angle (Equation (1)) was
applied to the coordinates qraw.
The i and j of q(i, j) corresponded with any two of x, y
and z of the p(x, y, z) in the 3D coordinate system. In the
TX, i and j of the q(i, j) in the image which was taken
with the camera on the Y axis were used as x and z of the
p(x, y, z), respectively; j in the image which was taken
with the camera on the Z axis was used as y of the p(x, y,
z). In the TY, i and j of the q(i, j) in the image with the
camera on the X axis were used as x and z of the p(x, y,
z); j in the image which was taken with the camera on the
Z axis was used as x of the p(x, y, z). In the TZ, j and i of
the q(i, j) in the image which was taken with the camera
on the X axis were used as y and z of the p(x, y, z); j in
the image which was taken with the camera on the Y axis
was used as x of the p(x, y, z). In the RX, i and j of the q(i,
j) in the image which was taken with the camera on the X
axis were used as y and z of the p(x, y, z); j in the image
which was taken with the camera on the Y axis was used
as x of the p(x, y, z). In the RY, i and j of the q(i, j) in the
image which was taken with the camera on the Y axis
were used as x and z of the p(x, y, z); j in the image which
was taken with the camera on the X axis was used as y of
the p(x, y, z). In the RZ, j and i of the q(i, j) in the image
which was taken by the camera on the Z axis were used
as x and y of the p(x, y, z); j in the image which was taken
by the camera on the Y axis was used as z of the p(x, y, z).
When the direction of i and j coordinates were opposite
to the direction of the corresponding coordinates in the
3D space, i and j were changed to −i and −j.
Coordinate error (xerror, yerror and zerror), namely the difference between the measured coordinate and the theoretical calculated coordinate pcalc(xcalc, ycalc, zcalc), was
calculated for each motion (Equation (2)). The pcalc(xcalc,
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ycalc, zcalc) was calculated by adding the moving distance
to the coordinates of initial position. The distance of a 3D
error vector was also calculated from the X, Y and Z
coordinate errors (Equation (3)).
E  xerror , yerror , zerror   p  x, y, z   pcalc  xcalc , ycalc , zcalc  (2)

Dvec  xerror 2  yerror 2  zerror 2

(3)

where, E  xerror , yerror , zerror  is 3D error vector and Dvec
is distance of a 3D error vector.

2.2. Evaluation of Rotation
In the evaluation of couch rotation the needle tip was
shifted by 10 mm from the iso-center as the initial position. The needle was attached to the couch in an identical
manner to that used for the evaluation of translation. A
second needle was pointed to the iso-center and was secured to the LINAC gantry; thus, this second needle continuously indicated the position of the iso-center. The
positions of the cameras and the needle tip in the evaluation of rotational motion are shown in Figure 2(b). The
needle was moved down by 10 mm from the iso-center to
recognize the rotational motion of the needle tip for the
RX and RY. For the RZ the needle tip was shifted to the
right by 10 mm.

(a)

ET AL.

In the evaluation of rotation preparation of the camera
settings, distance from the iso-center to the camera sensor plan, direction of the optic axis to the iso-center and
so on, were the same as for the evaluation of translation.
The rotation angle of the couch was set every 1 degree
from 0 degrees for each axis until the limitation of the
rotation was reached; −1.1 degrees to +1.7 degrees for
the RX, −2.9 degrees to +2.0 degrees for the RY and
−1.4 degrees to +1.4 degrees for the RZ. In common with
the evaluation for translation, the 6D couch was rotated
and returned to the initial position repeatedly. The images of the needle tip were obtained from the cameras at
the initial position and then at the new position. Each
movement was performed at a time once.
The method used for the measurement of the needle tip
coordinates in the images was the same as that used for
the measurement of the needle tip coordinates in the
evaluation of translation; the coordinates were measured
three times and were averaged, and the averaged coordinate was translated from pixels to mm and applied to the
correction of camera rolling.
Coordinate errors, which were differences between the
measured coordinates and the theoretical calculated coordinates of the needle tip, were calculated in the evaluation of rotation. To calculate the theoretical estimated
position of the needle tip, the initial position pinit was
applied to a 3D Affine transformation using the 6D
couch-entered angle, input . The origin of this rotation
was the position of the iso-center indicated by the second
needle. The 3D Affine transformation for rotation of each
axis is defined as follows:
Rotation around the X axis;
0
 xcalc   0

 

y
0
cos
input
pcalc  calc   
 zcalc   0 sin  input

 
0
 1  0

0
 sin input
cos input
0

0
 x

 
0
y
 pinit   (4)
z
0

 
1
1

Rotation around the Y axis;
 xcalc   cos input

 
y
0
pcalc  calc   
 zcalc    sin input

 
0
 1  

0 sin input
1
0
0 cos input
0

0

0
 x

 
0
y
 pinit   (5)
z
0

 
1
1

Rotation around the Z axis;
(b)

Figure 2. Camera positions and alignments. Image (a) shows
the camera positions used in the evaluation of translation
motion, TX, TY and TZ. Image (b) shows the camera positions used in the evaluation of rotation motion, RX, RY and
RZ. The red arrows in image (a) and image (b) represent
the needles which were tracked to obtain table positions.
The gray arrows in image (b) represent the second needle
which points out the iso-center.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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where, pinit(x, y, z, 1) is an initial position before rotation
and pcalc(xcalc, ycalc, zcalc, 1) is a theoretical calculated position that is rotated by the hexapod-entered angle, input .
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Distance of 3D error vector of the coordinate error was
also calculated.

3. Results
Mean coordinate errors for the non-weighted and weighted tests are detailed in Table 1. The coordinate errors
were differences between the measured coordinates and
the theoretical calculated coordinates of the needle tip.
The errors for the non-weighted and the weighted tests
were compared using the paired t-test.
On the translation in Table 1, the 60 kg weights did
not affect the accuracy of the 6D couch motion. All of
the mean coordinate errors for the translation did not
exceed ±0.1 mm, which is the minimum value recognized by the 6D couch system; there was no significant
difference in each coordinate error between the nonweighted and the weighted tests (p > 0.05).
On the rotation in Table 1, The X coordinate error of
−0.13 ± 0.15 mm for the rotation of the couch with the
weight attached was obtained, and the error was significantly different from the X coordinate error for the rotation of the non-weighted couch (p < 0.01). The other
coordinate errors did not exceed ±0.1 mm. However, the
Y coordinate errors for the rotation with or without
weight attached, which were 0.02 ± 0.04 mm and −0.06
± 0.05 mm, respectively, were also significantly different
from each other (p < 0.01).
With regard to the overall results, calculated from both
the translation and rotation measurements, all of the
mean coordinate errors did not exceed ±0.1 mm. However, the Y coordinate errors between the non-weighted
and weighted couch differed significantly (p < 0.05).
Figure 3 shows the mean distances of the 3D error
vectors for each motion. The translation result included
all results for the TX, TY and TZ, and the rotation result
included the results for the RX, RY and RZ.
The mean distance of the 3D error vector for the couch
rotation with the weight attached was 0.22 ± 0.14 mm
(Figure 3(c)), and this was larger than the distance of
0.19 ± 0.12 mm for the non-weighted couch (p < 0.05).
Considering the overall results, including the results of
Table 1. Mean coordinate errors for the weighted and nonweighted 6D couch.
X (mm)
Translation

Rotation

Overall

Y (mm)

0.04 ± 0.09

−0.03 ± 0.06 −0.01 ± 0.13

Weighted

0.03 ± 0.08

−0.06 ± 0.16 0.00 ± 0.10

Non-weighted −0.04 ± 0.19
Weighted
Non-weighted
Weighted

0.02 ± 0.04** 0.07 ± 0.09

−0.13 ± 0.15** −0.06 ± 0.05** 0.08 ± 0.13
0.00 ± 0.15

−0.01 ± 0.05* 0.02 ± 0.12

−0.04 ± 0.15 −0.06 ± 0.12* 0.04 ± 0.12

Data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01.
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(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Mean distance of the 3D error vectors. Image (a)
shows the results for each translation, and image (b) for
each rotation. Image (c) shows the total data for translation
and rotation and the overall data. Error bars represent
standard deviation of distances of 3D error vectors.

Z (mm)

Non-weighted

**

(a)

the translation and the rotation motion, the mean distance
of the 3D error vectors for the weighted couch was 0.21
± 0.11 mm (Figure 3(c)); this was larger than the mean
distance of 0.16 ± 0.09 mm for the non-weighted couch
(p < 0.05). With regard to the other motions, there was
no significant difference between the results for the nonweighted and the weighted couch.
Error distribution for each translation and rotation motion was evident as an important 2D plane (Figure 4).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(h)

(i)

Figure 4. Distributions of coordinate errors. Images (a) and (b) show the error distribution for the TX in 2D graphs, images
(c) and (d) for the TY, images (e) and (f) for the TZ and images (g), (h) and (i) for the RX, RY and RZ, respectively.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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The points in the graphs in Figure 4 represent errors of
the movements. For instance, Figure 4(a) shows five
points for each of non-weighted and weighted and these
points represents the error for −20 mm, −10 mm, 10 mm
20 mm and 29 mm translations. The 3D errors were represented in two 2D graphs. The Y coordinate errors in the
TX and TY for the weighted couch were more widely
spread than for the non-weighted couch, although there
was no significant difference in the mean error of the
translation motion, as shown in Table 1. The error distributions for the rotation motion, RX, RY and RZ, for
both the non-weighted and weighted couch were unevenly spread. Thus, a significant difference between the
non-weighted and weighted couch in terms of the X and
Y coordinate errors for the rotation motion would occur.

4. Discussion
The mean X coordinate error in the rotation and the mean
Y coordinate error in the rotation and the overall error for
the weighted couch significantly differed from those for
the non-weighted couch. However, all differences did not
exceeded 0.1 mm which is the correctable minimum distance of the 6D couch system.
With regard to the overall results, the mean distance of
the 3D error vectors for the weighted couch was 0.21 ±
0.11 mm, which was larger than the mean distance of the
3D error vectors of 0.16 ± 0.09 mm for the non-weighted
couch. There was a significant difference between these
values. However, the difference was only 0.05 mm. The
difference in the mean 3D distance for the rotation motion between the non-weighted and the weighted couch
was also low at only 0.03 mm.
Significant differences were observed in the results of
the mean distance of the 3D error vectors with regard to
the rotation and overall and the mean coordinate error
along X and Y axes. All of these differences between the
non-weighted and weighted couch were smaller than the
minimum correctable distance of the 6D couch system.
Thus, a 60 kg weight does not actually affect accuracy of
the 6D couch motion in the clinical situation.
Although the mean error of the Y coordinate in the
translation did not differ significantly, the distribution of
the Y coordinate errors with regard to the weighted
couch seemed to spread more widely than was the case
for the non-weighted couch. The standard deviations of
the Y coordinate errors for the non-weighted and weighted couches were 0.06 mm and 0.16 mm, respectively.
A significant difference was found between the variances
of these distributions using the F-test (p < 0.01). This
suggested that the uncertainty of motion, especially concerning the Y coordinate, could be increased by the attachment of the 60 kg weight, and that this uncertainty
might possibly be further increased by the use of a heav-
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ier weight.
The variance of a coordinate of the needle tip in
three time manual measurements from an image was up
to one pixel (approximately 0.015 mm). It was enough
smaller than the motion errors of the 6D couch.

5. Conclusion
We found that attaching a weight of 60 kg to the 6D
couch only slightly increased the error regarding the accuracy of motion. The amount of increase of the error is
smaller than the minimum correctable distance of the 6D
couch system. Thus, the 6D couch can correct setup error
for a patient with body weight of about 60 kg or lighter.
However, we also found that the distribution of the Y
coordinate errors for the weighted couch was greater than
those for the non-weighted couch. This might suggest
that a weight of more over 60 kg would increase the uncertainty of motion.
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